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Absfruct. Text models focus on the manipulation of textual data. They describe texts by their structure, operations on the texts, and constraints on both structure and
0 rations. In thii article common characteristicsof macir ne readabletexts in general are outlined. Subsequently,
ten text models are introduced. They are described m
terms.of the datat
that they su port, and the o
tions defined by tKp”
ese datatypes. Pmally, the moder- are
compared.

1. Introduction
T&s are converted to electronic representations for all
kinds of purposes.The most central operation performed
on these-&s is that of retrieval. Most operations are
founded on elaborate text auervinrz the results of which
may be used for comparisoris, s&i& numerical computln - printing editinl$ annotatin et&era, as well ai for
a8.ditional retrieval owrations. &n text-based information
systemsthe electronic”texts are required to be available in
a form that allows for dedicated access.Accessof texts on
a word-for-word basis i noms important parts of the
information oresent in tit e source text. Querv facilities
should be powerful, and allow for a more com$ete access
to the electronic source(s). This includes structural, linguistic, associativeand lmear access.If the retrieval pkt of
&hesystem is powerful enough, ankkind of text ac&ssing
svstem mav be defined ‘on toD of t ‘s svstem.
The individual characte&ics of the texts that are ultimately stored for retrieval ca~ot
be redicted. However, these texts may be expected to cos orm to a formal
modelof text. The wa ‘text’ is thus abstractedinto a model
may be reflected in tKe accessinglanguage, that applies to
the formal asp&s of thesetexts. The power of the accessrtional to the extent the information
three elements:the way
text features are abstracted, the operations that are required for accessingthe information in store, and the constraints in text representation and access.In this article
these three aspectsare introduced. Next, several existin
text models are described shortly, and finally all modeBs
are d&cussed in the light of the three aspectsof a text
model mentioned.

2. Background
Text and fuctud databases.There’s a clear difference between the way text directed systemson the one hand, and
text extended databasesystemson the other treat textual
sources.In databasesystems, text is treated as a special
kind of field value that calls for someoperators that allow
the query to locate terms in that text field. However, formalizations of textual relations in these factual database
systems have received little attention from the database
community. Text is mostly a secondary source of information, and document structure, accesspaths and constraints have not been defined on an abstractlevel:
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“Most commonly, refrtil
systems deal only wifh fwo
kinds of textual objects: the ward, and thedocument confainin if - any intermediate structure is 1 .unrepresent et and therefore inaccessible. [..I The reafmely
f
few
systems that represent any structure beyond the document
and fhe word do so by eifher hard-co ing a parficular
structure [..I or by adapting a fr acPlfumaf structured
database avoach, treatin textual objecfs as thoughthey
werefields. [DEERW92:f 281

More structure-oriented text directed models may result
in relevant tools in themselves,but could alsobe adapted
by both text-based fTl3) and text extended fDB+textl system models. They will not only set a context for source
oriented research, but also take part in more industrial
applications.Such modelsare treated ln this section.
(3hafuctefistics of electronic text. All text modelsabstract
the nature of text in general. Programsbasedon the model
will therefore operate on machme readable sourcesthat
may be expected to share most characteristics of their
physical counterparts. Text models should addressthese
characteristics in a consistent way, as these are features
shared by all machine readable texts. Some of these are
mentioned below.
Texts are written in natural language. Therefore, character sets may differ between texts, the concept of
‘word’ may differ between langua esand users,sentence boundaries are sometimesEard to determine,
etc.

As the models deal with electronic text, the encoding
strategiesused to convey characteristicsof the original text are of high importance. More and more, texts
are exchanged in an encoded form. The most rominent lan age in this respect is the Standard 8 eneralized arku Langua e (SGML [I!308879]) though
numer$r 0tKr enco&g schemesare in r&e It is
fictitious to assumethe texts will be rendered in a
bare form, i.e. without structural and informational
COdt?S.

Texts are complex ob’ects. Complexi
may for examle take the form of h erarchlcal an3 linear relations
Eetween components, and of references from one
component to another. An important structural feature of texts is that in-line components, such as a
footnote or citation, may occur anywhere in the text.
Next, text hierarchies are basedon containment relations. This means that any operation on the ‘super’
text alsoapplies to the ‘sub’text. Containment should
be an intrinsic part of the model of text structure.
Strongly related to the previous, the text system
should alsobe able to determine the basiccomponents,
i.e. what parts of the text may be treated as a unit for
editing, moving, linkin and so on. This decisionlies
not only on the leve9 of textual representations
(inversion versus liiear text scanning), but also on
the level of text structure.
Texts and subtexts are usually augmentedwith metainformation
of diverse nature (attributes). This may
take the form of labelsattached to text sections,complzzdocuments, or simple tags ‘pinned’ on a single
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One and the same text may contain parallel text structures. For example, a document may be structured b
hysical characteristics (pagination, rendition), para YPel with its logical structure. Any operation that concerns one structure influences the structure of the
other levels.
Texts may be mutable by nature or use. In that case
updates may violate the integrity of the information
in store.

If we are to select some text models, we
should first determine what we understand as a model.
On this issue,[TAGUE911 states:
Text models.

e of a ormal system model is to describe the
Ja set of systems which have been developed for similar problems. The model will explain the
structure and processes of these systems, and clarify their
general, as opposed to speci ‘c, characteristics. The components of a model must inc ! ude the kinds of entities, relationshi
and transformations or operations which form a
7 the system which it is intended to describe. A com$2te model will contain a r esentation of all components
in uny system of the kind r F enced by the model. ”

~~rn~~ures

It is assumedthat textual data are modelled if three as-

description of the modelsin terms of datat es allows for
ures and cona clear distinction between data, procecP
straints. I like to stress that suchtypes are deferred from the
referenceson the models, and are therefore not always
available asa supported type.

3. TDM
As the relational model is widely in use,and
textual sourcesare to be incorporated, it seemsreasonable
to try to extend the relational operator set on thesetextual
ob’
This is the approach taken by the TDM model.
@I G?AI861 describes a text data model 0
based on
nonfiit normal form (NFIWj. The aim of the TDM is to
extend the owrations defined on textual fields in a NFNF
relational model. TDM assumesthe relational model to
passthe text fields as TEXTinstances;it returns a success
code (succeedsor fails) as the evaluation result. For instance,the following NFNF relational expressionwill succeed for all tuples in the databasethat have the text "May"
inthe ABSTRACT~~~I~:
Introduction.

retrieve
where

TITLE
ABSTRACT\"May"

+ ABSTRACT

Such queries are relatively sim le, but assumethat the
where clause activates a susrocess that retrieves
information of the non-normalii ABSTRACT field. This
is the focus of the TDM model.

The model will show how textual data are
interrelated such that a correct representation of the
source may be given This does ndt mean that articular logical text descriotions are oresenteZ The
model should allow the user to s * the text type
(all structural features, including* d’ erent information levels) in a uniform fashion.
Structural features are abstracted into a definition
scheme that describes all possible text structures.
This usually takes the form of a text grammar. Subse
quently, text are classified (a ty-pe is-assignedto it),
and the text is sectionedinto manageableoarts. Thus
schema’s in factual databasesvst& wourd be counterparted by umrrmrsin a textual context.
Operations. K e model focuses on how ooerations
may addressthose objects that are descrii&I bv the
grainmar. Again, particular Interpretations of ‘such
obiects are not described. The model will onlv deStructure.

Objects. TDM introduces four basic datatypes for text
processing,and the operations that appl . TEXT is a recursive relation of CHARACTER (orderez1. A text vulue
f;e;;;t)
is enclosed between matching characters, eg.
Mother
textM. An (UN)ORD!ZRED SET is an
(un)ord&d list of unique characters or texts. The ORDERED SET constants are denoted by (a, b, c) . The UNORDERED SET is denoted by { a, b, c ) . Sets do not collect
setsnor expressions.Furthermore, a struct is supported to
model dependent substructures.
erutions. !+ecial operatorsare applied to the instances.
e most basrc operator that applies to TEXT is the search
operator 0, e.g.:
r t

"John"

* "h"

assigns"h" to r if “h” is contained in r. Text expressions
(that operate on text) produce TEXT or (WORDEREDSET instances.
Concatenation (+) is defined on TFXT and on UNORDEREDSET..For text concatenation, the argument may be
any text expression,.and therefore may include ordered
sets(unordered setsare in this casenot supported):
"Ope"

+ "Admiration"
"ration"
returns
"Operation"
"Ope" + "Admiration"
* ("ration",
returns
"Operationmi"
l

"mi")

"Open +
"Admiration"
"ration"
+ "admiration"
” mi ” which is evaluated, asall expressionsin TDM, from

This last expression is transduced to
l

left to right.
In the following some text models are presented shortly.
Most of the models are actually used in implementing a
text handling application. Structural characteristicsof text
are most extensivel defined by the SGML standard
W!3O8879lIand the B DA standard (lISO86131).The modelsaddressboth document structure and behavior, but do
not (completely) align with one or both of thesestandards.
The models are described (where possible) by the
datatypes that are vital to the model, and the operations
and constraints that are defined upon thesedatatypes. The
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Unordered set concatenation is the regular set union,
definedon UNORDEREDSWO~~Y.
Removal f-1 is defined over TEXT and UNORDEREDSET.
Text removal is complementary to concatenation. It removes the first text occurrencesfrom a text instance.
"Operation
returns

SIGMOD

specification"
- "ion"
"Operat
specification"
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Unordered set remowl is the regular set difference operation. The same question as formulated above applies
here.
Copy-extraction
03) is defined over TEXT, and roduces an ordered set with two elements: the first res I5 t is
due to concatenation,
the second to subtraction.
a3
"Specification
m
"pen
returns
(Specification
pen,
"Scification
"), which
coz~;$~wn
to moving "pe ” from the start of the subject

strine, i.e. a strinn that has been describedbv a mammar
and K representd accordingly. GRAMMAR,thk, k a set of
rules that is identified bv a non-terminal svmbol (which
serves as a local root). Ihe grammar is b&t b a parser
enerator for context free grammars. Its interyace 1snot
5 escriied in [GONNJ371, in contrast with [GYSSE89.J,
who describeboth the structure and the schemabehavior
of similar rammars. An example of a PAT grammar is
given here7theserules are part of an article grammar):

Divikon 0 is also defined on TEXT.The operation is
similar to removal, but is more elaborate. It has two resultsz the quotient and the remainder. For instance, "abc"
/ "b" rekns
("a"," cn ) , i.e. the subtexts that precede
and follow the nominator “b” in the denominator "abc".
respectively. Two operators t 1 / t 2 and t 1 \ t 2 are avail:
able to select the preceding or following part of the division. The nominator may be an ordered set, for example:

...
source := 'In:
' compname' ' vol ' (' nr '),
year

"ABCDEFG" /
returns

("B",
("A",

"D",
"G")

"F")

The operation is in fact a fragmentation operation, as the
elementsof the parameter set are used to select each left
element in the subject text preceding any element of the
unordered set. For example,
"You made an error."
returns
{"YOU",

/ 1" ", "-"I
"made",
"an",

compname :nr := digit+
vol :- digit+
shortname
:shortyear
:year :- '19'

I['

shortname

shortyear

'

'I'

char+
digit
digit
shortyear

Other datatypes are NEGER and BOOLEANin the traditional sense,and VECTOR
and SET,that collect subtreesas
a list or an ordered set (no duplicate subtrees).A third
S ’ datatype is PARTITION,
a kctor with two elements.
* is the result of the Dartitioned bv ooerator. Fiiv.
FUNCTIONS
are treated ai datay
tha;,t‘irn&~~~i
cesses.
Thesemay succeedand fal , retummg
implement operators such asand and or.

IJEY

"error")

Theseconstructions are typically used to define text akus
that are much like functions in the sensethat text ex ressions may be assignedto them, specifying a plucei lder
variable in both the expressionand the text view:
punctuation-list
define
word-list(t)

t

I" ", ",",
".",
I?",
t t / punctuation-list

"!")

The text views take on the type of the ex resss
(word list
would be of type TEXT),and may L
where= tvw is accetied.
Other ‘datatypes’~maybe constructed at will usin a
traditional struct. A tv&al use for this mhnitive is t%e
collection of text view; ‘mto a grammar spkifying the text
stTucture.

4. .P-strings
Introduction. The focus of the p-shin model of
[GONNE87] is text-dominated databases,i escribed as
‘collections of structured data, predominantly composed
of alphabetic characters’.The authors focus on dichonaries, news clippings, legal documents and so on: highly
struchned data that allow a high degree of normalization,
that do not fit easilv into tables - the main armunent is
that these
of&cords’ cannot be treated >s tuples,
but should7?F handled as trees of information units. described by grammars, and manipulated b tree mani ’ ulation functions. The paper presentsa mocrel for text B ominated databases as a textual counterpart for relational
models for factual data. A variant of this model is presented in lTAGUE911. [GYSSF.$9] elaborates on the
mathematical fundamentals of grammar based models
such as the p-string model. They define the minimal tree
manipulations asboth an u’lgebra(on instances,where the
D-tree datatype is central), and as a calculus(on collections, which calls for the R-TREEdatatype). These operations (8 in total for D-trees) form a comolete set for the
implkentation of the ps ..
model. tiowever, in this
sectiononly the p-string mode
T is described.
Objects. We may recognize several datatypes used in the
p&ring model. STRINGis any sequenceof al habetical
characters.The P-STRING
is the representation oPa parsed
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In:

issues”.

IIEEEKPZI

4

(3),

1992

Figure 1 - PSTRING
representedasa tree.
Operations. The operation parsed by is defined on STRING.
It parsesa STRING according to a grammar and yields a PSTRING.
For example:
'...In:

[IEEEK92] 4 (3), 1992.'

parsed

by Article

returns a P-STRING,
the source part of which is depicted
in Fig. 1.
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reparsed by, defined on P-STRING, re-evaluates a PSTRING
according to a (SUB) GRAMMAR, identified b a root symbol,
i.e. each node labeled by that symbol
will L reparsed. For
example, suppose the grammar for source is modified:
source

:=

‘In:

year
pg

:=

' compname
'.
(' pg

'
'-'

' vol
pg ')'

'

('

nr

'),

'

digit+

Applying

the reparsed by operator to 'In:
[ IEEEK921
(223-237)
’ will yield the p-stringdisplayed in Fig. 2.
These two operations are central to the
model. Some other interesting operations are list er’ m%
in, subtrees and every are typical tree-management
operations that do not depend on the grammar specification. The transduced by operation uses the grammar to
create a new p-s ’ . partitioned by and where are based
on the evaluationt”)go FUNCTION
instances passed.
4

(3),

1992.

will yield a short book description of the kind
"Gonnet (1987)":
G' :=
Result

{article
:- surname
:- E transduced
by

',
G'

('

year

result

=

') '1

partitioned by, defined on PSTRING, performs
an intra-p
string comparison with the argument FUNCTION &turning
a value F for each node) that is applicable to all subtrees of
the original p&ring P. The operator returns a p-strin that
groups the subtrees of P by their F values. The res l& t IS a
set of PARTITIONS.
where, defined on P-STRING, takes a
boolean function and returns the PSTRING with all subtrees removed where the application of the boolean function fails.

5. PAT
Introduction. The PAT text searching system [GONNEB7,
911 has been developed at the University of Waterloo, Center fM the New Orford English Dictionary and Text Research,
where it is used to query the Oxford English-Dictionary
(OED). The PAT text model is implemented as a text retrieval en ‘ne that communicates with the user either directly by AT ex ressions orb a tailored windowing interface called
p
LX ErQR bkMI~21.

n :

[IEEEK92)

4

(3),

1992.

(223-237)

F@re 2 - A reparsed reference.
Theino
ator, defined on PSTRING, takes a
locates t r e first occurrence of that
by a depth first, left to right search.
ator is a copy of the subtree. subtrees, defined on PSllurK, accepts an argument P of
e symbol, and returns
the immediate subtrees of each n 2 e P as a VECTOR. every,
defined on P-STRING, is similar to in, but performs a full
traversal and collects all subtrees with the node labeled by

Objects. PAT is founded on indexed text, where the index
terms are s ‘fied by a rammarz the so called text installer buil cir- up these in Bexes by defining several term
patterns, that each result in a separate index.
As the grammar is not context sensitive, some problems may occur in defining indexing terms, e.g. ‘word’
would be defined as a sequence of characters between interpunction, which will distinguish the ‘words’ U, S, policy,making,ice,creamin'U.S.
policy-making
on
ice cream'. Moreover, !3GML encoded documents will
cause roblems when the slash u> is defined as interpunction, cfue to the end tae specification in this language.
There’s no model intrins~ reason why a context sensitive
grammar has not been defined (,-9). The designers state
somewhat evasively that ‘the richness of natural language
and the richness of mfomtion needs from natural language
texts will alwa s cause problems in defining indexing satisfactorily” ([SALM f 92:8]).
Within the same index the elements may not overlap
and are always of the same nature, e.g. characters
( roofreading), words (text retrieval), structural sections
CR‘erarchical views). Each element starts a semi-infinite
string, i.e. the sequence of characters starting from the eleo the end of the text. Searchin is based on the
and index term: if the indexed elements are defin
as ‘character’, the text is full accessible.
An advantage of treating texts as build out o r such semiinfinite strings is that no superimposed @recompiled) text
representation is required.
The evaluation result
ressions in PAT are result
sets that consist either of mat
fore, we may distinguish,
datatypes. CHARACTER is the
STRING is defined as any
uence of characters. Strings
are always normalized (bo3? as subject and object), i.e.
interpunction characters are converted to blanks. This restricts searching for terms with specific delimiters. MATCHPOINT indicaks the start of a semi-infinite string. Each
match point has a unique position in
text section between two characters.
long to one or more region sets (non overla
examples are year (a sequence of 4 digits
pun&on),
and
paragraph
(all text
between
<paragraph
and </paragraph,
where’>‘istrea&d
as
inte unction). The su port of regions in this sense distinguls*3: es the PAT m oi el from conventional full text retrieval applications, though not from other text models (cf.
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containment model, MdF, treated in sections 7 and 8 respectivelyh MATCHFOINTSET is an (unordered) result set
ContaihI
MATCHFOlNTS.REGIONSET (also a resultset)isan
unordere8 setcontaining REGIONS.
Operations. PAT expressionsare defined over thesebasic
datatypes, and eachone may serve as subjectand object in
any expression. Below the operations defined are described.
First, the ran e operator (..) is defined over STRINGS.
The owrator imof ements a generator over its elements,
each aement l&icographica~y between subject and obiea. inclusive. For examnle. "rni" . . rrmonis evaluated as
g--~,f,~gS

I"mi",'

"mj",

"mk",

"ml",

taining all match ints for the argument. If the argument
is a single term ras in line 1 below) alI positions of that
term are collected; if a rurzge of terms ” specified (asin line
2),;),;rms lexically between the prior and the latter are
"You will
"You will

sty
stay

there
there

anywy"
anyway"

"ay"
"yan..'yzW

The ‘cursor’ in the subject s&in may be moved directly.
In that case,a hUTCHFOlNTSET oB all match points that are
at a specified
ition is returned. For exam le, absolute
positionsare 8”enotedby @I. The following wrJi return one
match point.
"You will

stay

there

anyway"

stay

there

anyway"

within

*sonnet.

6. TOMS
Introduction. The TOM!3 model (textual ob’ecf management
system)is developed and used as part of a full text retrleval system.It is a primary indexmg toolkit, i.e. a series
of al onthms that create an index surrogate for superimtext structures, i.e. all hierarchical text units beyond
4
the word token
TOMg deals with textual objects - those components of
texts that are of Interest and that may be.=ofyer
typed. The managementof these objects mclu esthe description of structural relationships, their recognition and
accessin the textual object.

[lOI

As another example, the shift o rator moves the cursor a
number of positionsrelative to tr e current cursor position,
retuming a MAXHF0lNTSET.The expressionbelow shifts 2
positionsto the right.
"You will

*line

"mn",

"mow]. Next, a lexical search will locate the argument in
the text via the index. It returns a MATCHFOINTSET con-

1
2

string. If a text is defined as a set of r ions denoting sentences (symbolically referred to as l "p,
S , *S including
“of” would return the subsetof sentencescontaining the
sting 'of ‘. PAT alsoimplements regular set manipulation
o raters (for difference, union, intersection). Finally, the
fr y.n and the near.12operators are used when the members of the subject set must precede some memberof the
object set by at most n characters (implementing adjacency). The within operator returns all regions in subject
that are contained in the object set, e.g. sonnetlines
=

shift.2

TOM!3 defines and

"w"

Frequency search operators deal with the frequency of
terns in the subiect.and alwavs return a h4ATcHpolIUTSET.
signif is definedln’two ways.‘Fllt, the mostfresuent substrings consisting of whole indexed elementsmay be retrieved, beginning a phrase starting with the given object
strin . For mstance,signif
"an will (in caseof a word
base8index) return the set of match points of the most frequent words ln the subject string starting with ‘a’. signif
may accept a second parameter (in that case a dot indicates a parameter ssed) that specifies the number of
consecubve index er elements that should be compared.
Second,if a negated parameter is passed,the sign&n will
return the n most frequent elementsin a sequence
of match
point sets. For example, signif.will return the
match point setsfor the three most frequent terms in the

nition of recognizr functions that deal with object recognition. Thus the grammar activates a set of recognizer functions stored In a library, each of which is responsiblefor
the recognition of a typed object instance.
r functions are bound to a classof textual ob-

functions and the document

source String.

The Lrep operator Is similar to regular indexed retrieval, but is desianed to find the Ioneestrene&edsubstring.’ It accepts a”&ch point set as i& argument, and
returns a subsetof the argument set that identifies at least
two lo est matching extensions.If an integer argument is
passx8fas
in lrep. 6 'a '), of all semi-infinite strin s
that are retrieved b a reguIar lrep operation, the resUP
ts
that are closestto tKe integer argument specified are returned.
The dots o rator returns a REGIONSET that starts and
endswith any cFaracter of the MATCHFOlNTsETs entered as
an armem.
For instance, the follow9
fry”
woul return regron set wrth one element, 1 entr
there

any':

"You will

stcy

there
dots

anywcy"
("ay")..("ya".."yz")

REP
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Repetition of similar objects (shortened by the
useof squarebrackets).
Altematwe objects.
Sequenceof objects.
Parallel objects.

For exam le, the following grammar describesan e-mail
messagetlb EERW92:132]):
message

Several operators work on setsand return a subset- the
of the subjectdeterminesthe type of the result set. in!r-uding returns the subset that contains the argument

SIGMOD

In TOMS, structuring constructs, basedon -but not conforming to- the ODA convention [I!%86131,describethe
possble relationshipsbetween the textual objects. These
are:

SEQ (
status,

headers [
CHO (

adhead SEQ (
label,

101

nahead
body

[sentence

[address]),
SEQ (
label,
value
[valrordl)
[word]])

)I,

Object class references are printed in bold. They are recog&ed by associated recogmzer functions.
Objects. This subsection describes the kinds of objects
used by the TOMS system. A description of o rations is
not Included, as they are not clearly descn Jizd in the
source reference.
An INDEX is the combination of a primary and secondarv index. The index is used to access individual objects &mar-y)
of any type (secondary). The document
structure (available as a MARKING)
is separated from, but
navirrationallv related to the index. A MARKING
is a &UCture?ree &ted
when a grammar is applied to the text,
much like a PSTRING (see section 4). It 1s immutable therefore, no structure recompilation operations are defined. Markmgs may be traversed and mt~~~~~~
user of typed CURSO-. Each word and each
object has its own cursor. Regular tree navigation is sup
ported, always returning a cursor. In additton, the functIon context accepts an object and a cursor and returns a
l+ of textual objects that are contained in, or contain the
obeect provtded as-an argument. The cursor determInes
of the ob]ect returned: if the cursor is of type
wo rF=, all words are returned in a list. The project function
returns the first cursor that is a decedent of the given cursor and which matches the given label ftvue).
A CpSOR
holds @forr%ation on the current object in
zzrarz;ga
Each oblect may have rts own cursor. Each
’ (1-e. is associated with a recogmzer
function). Fii F y, an OBJECT-LIST holds the result of the
context operation offered by MARKING.
This implements a
tobject operation that returns each consecutive object in
tT e list.

7. The containment

model

Introduction.
[BURKO91, 92a, 92bl descriie the containment model. This model provides operations and data
structures for a text-dominated database with a hierarchical structure. It tries to bind the features of data retrieval
and information retrieval systems, in particular the ranking strategies a lied to word collectibns in text retrieval
environments. +?le model is imr.&mented as a refrierxzl en* e; the Textriever s stem thaf interfaces to the engine is
escribed in [BURR 6 11. Each local text hierarchy within
a document, e.g: each chapter! is recorded in a tug and hierarchy s~ficatmn
(THS), wluch k-g
trara~~~~
for that erarchy, the structure of
terface menu items that apply for that type of ‘erarchy.
The texts are stored in a database, which is partitioned into
data collections. Each data collection starts with a TH!3 file
specification (somewhat similar to an !3GML DTD), followed bv the document collection title and a representation of &ious local hierarchies.
In-line encoded extents (cf. SGML exceufions) are
se rated from the ‘main’ hierarchical structure (also
caE”ed the spinal sequence, cf. SGML elements), but may be
used for specification or cross-reference purposes.

r

Objects. The containment model is based on contiguous extents, much lie ‘regions’ in PAT defined as linear character orderings between start- and end positions. If these
extents do not cross, they are disjoint. If one or more
(disjoint) contiguous extents together have articular s’ nificance in the database, their union is caEed a text eE merit (cf. SGML element).
A concordance list denotes the list of all text elements
that are of the same type, such as all words, all chapters,
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and so on. All concordance lists together defined on one
text or text corpus denote the structure of the text, and allow for structured retrieval through retrierhzl cOnt??Wrd
strings (RCS). These commands are expressions that activate filfers of two types: selection and rejection.
Antici sting the subsection on o rations, some examples
of a rpCs are given below (eva Fuated from left to right).
The first RG will select all chapter titles within chapters
thatcontainthe wordhighlands
ormountain.Thesecond RC!5 however locates chapter-titles
that contain
both words:
result1
result2

= <chapter>
SW (<chapter-title>
SW {"highlands",
"mountain")}
- <chapter>
SW {<chapter-title>)
SW ["highlands")
SW {"mountain"]

A DC-EXTENT (disjoint contiguous extent) is the repro
sentation of a textual item. It holds the start position and
end position of the series of text symbols. Conti ous extents ma be static (created when the text is ad cred to the
database 7 or dynamic (defmed at retrieval tixye). A
CONCORDANCE-LIST
is a cob&ion
of dis’ int 2t11:
extents. Concordance lists may be symbo &led
*
subsequent expressions. Foi in&nce, <chapter>
denotes all concordance lists that are labeled as chanter.
A RESULT-IJST is built for each expression, but rr+
mains within the retrieval engine and 1s transient. It is
identified similar to retrieval sets in more conventional information retrieval environments.
era ‘011s.The following
ZtaiZnent
model.

operations are defined for the

corWoRD,4NcE-Lr3s im lement four operations. Select narrow (SN) is interpret J as ‘is contained in’ i.e. selects the
concordance lists that are contained in the concordance
list passed as an argument. One may thus select the
concordance
lists ‘of lower
level. For example,
<chapter>
SN
<paragraph>
~selects all paragraphs
that are part of a chapter. Select w&r (SW) is mterpreted
as;ytams’,
and returns a concordance list of all extents
contain
the
<chapter>
("Information
retr?ZZY~br*m
all extents 7:
beled as chapter that contain the phrase given.
Re’ect narrow (RN) is the o posite of SN, while reject
wider (1(w) is the opposite of S &
implement five 0 rations. var
name[n]
returns the extent at index n in tr e result list. Fear
name I
(cardinal) returns the number of extents in the r&t
list.
var
namefn : ml returns the sub-result list of the given result-list that runs from position n upto nr (including).
length returns the word length of the extent passed as an
argument. For instance, length{result
list
(2) 1 wil.l
return the word length of the extent at in& 2.
RESULT-LISTS

A typical derived operation is rank, based on the IDF
(inverse document frequency) formula of lHARMA901. It
accepts a previously compiled result list, a label, and a sequence of terms that are treated as the query terms:
ranking

= RANK{list

of
nmouZtaLn,

dots,

<dot>,
"highland")

The operation returns a result list that contains all extents
that are presumed to be most relevant for the user’s information needs (put down in the term list).

8. MdF
Text models define both the structure of the textual
sources and how they are manipulated in terms of objects,
operations and constraints. [DOEDE94] only focuses on
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text representation. This is partly due to the complexity of
text handling. All text models are founded on the assumption that the texts are well formed with respect to
consecutiveness
and rammatical (mostly hierarchical)
structure. This is red I!!stic in controlled situations, eg.
checked corpora, validated dictionaries, and the lie.
However, problems occur when texts function in less
s lincontrolled or more complex situations, as in co
;p”*
guistics, where lin ’ .
teytion
and re!%% z%
‘%$.%?l$~$~
be o any type, and in text criticism, where texts are incomplete or corrupted.
The MdF model (Monads-dot-Features)
has emer ed from
the work on the ECA linpistic
database ( Elecfronic
Concordance Application). MdF 1sbased on the definition of
textual opjects and the relations between these obp.
Ff’IzbJects
represent a set of (possibly non-consecutive)
The two main types in the MdF model are
and OBJECT. A MONAD is an absolute, indivisble
position in a text, which corresponds to e a word. Each
monad is assigned a unique number, i.e. t% e first monad
recognized in the text string is numbered as 1, the second
as 2, and so on. Monads are grouped as OBJECTS, e.g.
words
are grouped
into sentence
objects, sentence ob’ects
ph objects etc. They thus / orm
are grouped into para
of an object assigned to a
typed sets of monads.
group of monads defines (as ways) the number and kind
of features (attributes) that are valid for that group ( .
text,surface
and part-of-speech
for word oblects.
7
Such features are used to convey information on the
object, and includes the text that 1s associated with the
monad (e.g. the word form itself). Features may be
as (un)ordered sets.
grou
f? bjects are also numbered (ordinu0: the combination
of object type and its ordinal is called the object name (the
second word in a text is word-2).
The name uniquely
identifies each object.

out, and one that deals with content structure. Overlapping sets are supported by the MdF model.
Normallv. monads reoresent consecutive text elements by lx&ions, and objects collect and type these sequences accordingly. These text elements are represented
in a feature.. However, ranges of monads may be diiregarded. If the monads of an object are not consecutive the
object is said to have one or more holes.
Finally, as objects ma have ‘holes’, the notion of cunsecutiveness is considered. il.mearly ordered monads, however derived from the original
text, are called a universe.
For example, "John,
called
Mary. " is a universe U
of "John
who had missed
the
last
train,
called
kary.".
Consecutiveness is defined over sub
strata, i.e. "John, " precedes "called"
with respect to
the universe U. Such a concept may be valuable for structured documents that contain tags that should be disregarded in certain contexts (e.g. linear searches on the
running text).

Objects.
MONAD

As stated, features may be used to denote facts (such as
categoric information) and relations (links with composed
clauses). No restrictions apply to these features: ther values may even have an in&ma1 structure. This immediately implies that no restrictions are imposed on the user
as to how relate objects For instance, there’s no scheme or
grammar to go with the model that enforces constraints
and therefore preserves integrity on the structure level.
Operations. The model as dwribed
is simple, because it
abstract. There are no immediate constraints on the
%y “Kt e model is used to dezcrii the textual source. MdF
do& not define any way of accessing and manipulating
the MdF conformin database. This has some advantages,
that will be outlin ecf here.
As monads form (ordered) sets of relevant locations
in the text, the tt_of relation between object1 and object
mav be defin er as a subset relation over monads collect es8
and object2 Most hierarchical relations may be
the part-of relation.
model allows the part-of relation to be ab&acted into objects. part-of is an ad-hoc notion: it may
turn out that a specific set of monads is part of a (equally
set of monads. This does not mean that
on this containment exist. If
relation may be formulated
by two notions thai in fact descri&
composition:
covered bu and buildable from. covered bv denotes the
part-of celation; buildaae-from
denos
the has-parts
relation. These notions are type specific.
There are circumstances where ranges of text positions may overlap. This picall
occurs when two concurrent object schema’s exist on x e same text. The same
would hold for a text grammar that deals with page lay-
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9. The Bayan system
Introduction. According to mG901121, ‘the imaryfinction of text management systems is to Fovide r or the storage
and manipulation o documents. An addrtional function of these
systems is to prov’f e a mtwns for wnmying he meaning of the
texts that fhey manage.”
The authors descrii
an object-based system designed to handle Arabic texts in particular. According to
the authors, a new system design was needed because
current models had some shortcomings: their data abstraction capacities were too limited, and too little atten-

documents as objects, as w
was resolved b contextual analysis of word fragments in
of sim 1 t in to adopt an environment to
Arabic: ‘lnst
Arabic, the p$,ies
$/!z xatf!c language zuere the starting
point and evetything was designed to meet the needs of Arabic,
thus avoiding the shortcomings of other projects.”
Objects and operations. The Bayan system su
main obiect types. These will be mentione8&2
%g
(minimal) op&tions will be explained below each object
soecification. The basic obiect identification is not soecitied, but are collected
in l&s (typed
as OBJECTID)
to ripresent sequences of text units. Although several simple
types

are

supported

(DATE,

AIJTHORJD,

ACCESS,

STATuS),

and at least an additional LISTclass is su ported to collect
TEXTJMTS,
these will not be treated furt Rer.
An ARABICJOcuh4ENT
contains the elements that make up
the document and some additional features. These elemen&
may be other ARABIC_WCLJ~~ENTS
or TExTJJNIT
objects. This ob’
class is the onl one that implements
composition. Ff e operations ren J ered by this ADT are
given here.
The list_all_elements
operation returns a list of
is composed of. This listTEXT-UNIT
objects that the ob’
ing is recursive, such that co r ected elements of type ARABICJO~UMFNT
will list their elements in turn. outut text body actuall prints or displays the result of
r--Ist-all-elements.
ad B-an-element
requires a position
and an OBJECT-ID, and inserts the objects at that location in
the document. The operation is not specified further; the
concert of ‘document uosition’ is absent in IKING!Xll. The
same holds for deletelelement, that requir& the same parameter types.
A TEXT-UNIT holds the indivisible text parts that make up
an ARABIC- DCXXMENT.
The text is input
directly into the
object using the edit operation; no reference to a’ grammar
is given, nor is such a reference intended. The o rations
rendered by this ADT are output-text-body,
w E ch out-
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puts the body of text in the object (which is of type ARABICJEXT), and edit, which invokes an Arabic text editor
on the text body. Ob’ects of type ARABIC-WORD
contain the
linguistic root of t h e Arabic word, (root-to-wordtype)
derivation rules, and categoric information. The operation
add-rule appends a derivation rule to the ARABIC-WORD
instance. A specific rule may be a lied to a root usin
make-derived-word
operation.
rule is tested by is-legal. match tests
matches the root word or any derived word type. Finally,
derived
words
are listed by the
a! T~!Y
hst-a -derived operation, i.e. all derivation rules are applied to the root.
The operations rendered by all objects, apart from the op
erations listed here, deal with memory management (and
are therefore not relevant to the survey). Apart from these,
create-object accepts an OBJECT-ID,
and creates an instance of the class that implements the create-object op
eration. The operation modify-attribute
accepts an
OBJECTJD,
an attriiute name and a value, and will update
that attriiufe accordingly. delete-object will remove the
obs33entied
by OBJECT-ID
from memory and the
Bayan is designed to implement a TBMS for Arabic texts.
Therefore a lot of attention is given to the environment in
which the objects will function.
The objects are located in the object
works lie a server with a restricted interface.
manager holds the CIatubaseand object
above. It also holds information on the
general class methods. The ob
manager Z/O interface
uses drivers to w
and disp Fay Arabic text, using the
contextual analyst module.
The query mana er receives a word and returns a list
of ob’
identifiers Pof documents or text units) for these
wo P s or derivations of these words in all documents. The
search is based on indexing, such that words are related to
documents and text units by special pointer structures
(not b object identifier).
6 e text manager is responsl%le for document input
and cqltput. The text converted to internal object format
(ARABIc_DocuMENT,
TFXTJJNIT)
is passed
to the presenfution manager. This module interacts with the application,
or displays the information on the screen or prlnter.

found is assignedan OID, a link to a parent element;and
a zone. This produces a tree structure, of which the terminal elementspoint to a zone. This r uires the text to be
immutable, and accessto the zones 1s
% asedon hierarchy
traversals.
Grif. The text model of the Grif s stem [QUINT891 is
basedon the useof three languagesB, P (presentationlanage) and T (exchange language). In S one declaresthe
#cerarchical and sequentialstructure of a document:
STRUCTURE Book;
Book-BEGIN

END;
Chapter-BEGIN
.. .

Title-TEXT;
Author-TEXT;
Body-LIST
OF (chapter);

The TEXT type is a character string; the LJST indicatesa sequence structures of the ramenzed type. Each root object (Book, Chapter etc.Y defines an object that may be
used in aeregations and references.A document may be
created usmg any root object description (e.g. Chapter).
Thus documents may be built in a modular fashion.
Referencesto other text objects are defined by a special
languageconstruct UNITS. Constraints on document manipulations are thus regulated by the STRUCWRE description. Attributes of text objectsare supported.
Multos. [LUTZ89] assumesthat a hierarchical,
*
ented document model may be defined. In this, txp”
e OD:
standard is followed.

10. Other models
Some models have been resented that only give an
overview of the structure o Ptextual objects. These models
do present a grammar for document parsin& but proede
no mformation on access languages or oblect behamor.
Therefore, these ‘models’ are gathered here.
Extended
MAESTRO’.
The model described
by
[BARNA
focuses on hierarchical relations between document collections. These collections may contain both documents and other document co&cti&.s.
Documents are
typed and may be attrlluted. The document attriiutes
may be of two types: TEXT and REFERENCE. Thus, in Maestro a document CompJType may be defined as
document:

CompJType

is

PaperType

with

Date text

PaperType is a named document grammar, Date is the
attriiute of the document, and CompJType is the name of
the bmdin between the grammar and the attribute. document is a s e&ration keyword. The ammar in Maestro
takes the form of a rudimentary SGIx DTD which lacks
attriiutes, minimization and exceptions, and cannot handle concurrent document markup.
The model useszonesto store the location of all element contents in the running text. Each new text element
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11. Discussion
In this concluding section the modelsare
basisof the three modelevaluationcriteria
begin&g of this paper. These criteria are structure, operations and constraints defined on the logical level. Some
general restrictionsof the models are described, as these
restrictions point out what augmentations are expected in
future work in this area. Future text models or a plications should take advantage of the time and ef?olt invested in the modelsoutlined here. The descriptionsgiven
in the preceding sectionsoutline someof the merits of the
models. In this last section I also refer to the text characteristics asmentioned in section 2.
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Lo&al structure. All models supmrt text access based on
lit&r order and containment relattdns, that take the form of
hierarchies described bv p~ummars (o-strin~, TOMS, extended Maestro, Multos; &if, TQM t6 a a&in exten$ or
ad-hoc
using
set-based operatwns
are recognized
(Containment, TDM, MdF). Grammars are usually context
one model incorporates conditional rewgnition

(in)sensitive rewriting gramniar can de&be the occurrence of in-line elements such as highlighted phrases, annotation marks, and so on - at l&st%ot in’ an elegant
way. Only the pstrlng grammar format allows for some
d amic conditions in recognition that restricts the scope
o r” the rewriting process. However, even this ammaris
too strai htforward to recognize and abstract B . (realistic)
textual 0%*pds. The Containment model recogluzes in-line
elements, for exam lelzefere
but does not allow
for constraints on t&s
The PAT model does not recognize the concept of hierarchies. It focuses on linear sequences that may be typed
and-indexed arbitrarily. The grammar isusedonlytorecthese objects. Nested relations are not mamtained
OTT=
w en scanning the source text. Furthermore, all semantics
attached to specific strings are recognized at retrieval
time. The exclusion of a cross-reference from the source is

Some models use (part 00 a standard on text encoding
(ODA: TOMS, Multos, SGML: extended Maestro) to recognize and interpret structural aspects of the texts. SGML
is usually only mte reted as a code format, not as a
structurinp: stratep;v. ‘R one of the models wlll correctly
pro~s$&lik
EML encoded documents (unless in corirnunstances. PAT). For instance. the Containment model assumes’the Source to be tag&d in a tiansarent way. The markup lan
R owever the inclusion of !&%%“&%&?a~~
or SGML’attributes is not modelled. SGML is thus used a;
a tag list only, that is reflected in the local THS grammar.
This ammar is not elaborated upon in the references.
!Felutions put down in the source text are usually not
ret nized and are recorded externally lf supported-at all
&Id3 . T’DM). For a hvDereraDh based PAT extension, see
[rwkfck8j.
An ex& ‘o’n ‘may be the CDL reference
recognition of Multos, I? ough the rationale of this particular recognition process is unclear.
Multiple structures are modelled only partly (TOMS, MdF),
and none of the models go into the mtrinsic relation between such parallel structures.
Although more than one ammarmaybedefined
on the same source (thus imp Fementing concurrent text
ammars) it remains unclear how the relations betw?n
a ese parsed structures are modelled by the rtl-l?z
model. The model does not define operators that nk d ferent elements in two or more concurrent p-strings on the
same text sequence, allowing for queries such as “what
kind of substructure starts at paBe 141” or ‘Where do sentences pass the line boundaries?‘.
In TOMS, the inclusion of the PAR o ator allows
for multiple ‘views’ on the same document. SFowever, it is
not made clear how the same document may be recognized by two or more parallel encodings. It seems reasonable to assume that the recognizer functions know about
embedded tags (or more general: patterns) that do not
belong to the current element, and that should be skipped.
The textual ob’ects are interpreted as sections - regions or
cursors (PAT, ‘r OMS, Containment, Maestro) and/or off-
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s&s (semi-infinite strings in PAT) - that are related by
containment or succession, or are strings in their own right
(p-string, MdF, TDM).
The separation of character functions is made by none of
the models defined here. It is unclear how intermediate
codes or characters are filtered out or replaced by other sequences when viewing the text. None of the models
ex licitly mention multiple character encoding or replaceabPe character sets. The models focus on ‘clean’, though
possibly tagged texts.
Attributes are supported to a limited extent, and are never
extracted from the source text. Attributes are limited in
definition and type (Maestro, Grif). The MdF model,
based on attriiute definition, does not reate the use of the object features. It therefore
an structuring stra y to be formulated
(‘anythin i goes’). ?OMS also allowzr
the definition of
object-re ted data attributes. However, these are not part
of the text, and cannot be recognized as such.
Logical operations. Most of the models focus on the expressions used to access the text These expressions generate sets (TDM, PAT, Containment) or other datatypes such
as parsed string representations (p-Win@. In this res
,fie
p-string model is trans
ent and relatively flexib Fe. However, the source as w er as the grammar are immutable objects - changing the source will have to result in a complete reparse (an alternative is treated ln [GYSSF.891)
The ‘IC.BlS model desaibed focuses on a tree traversal strategy (MARtaN G). This differs from the other models
that use set mani ulation or string scanning to query the
structural parts o Pthe text. Linear order ln text structures
is recognized.
The operator set is sometimes defined on a minimal basis
(Containment, Bayan), sometimes more complete (PAT, pstring). Operations usual1 concern the refrtil
of items
from an immutable text rsee below) and specialized funcCons (statist&i:
PAT, document ranklng: Containment,
tors are sometimes combined to
istic Bayan). 0
bk#iie text views CIQ r
None but the Co&inment
model allow for the definition of operations that are confined to specific text structures. Thus all operators apply to all textual objects: a subie$linehasthesamefun&onali
asthebod
ofaletter.
the TDM model the behavior o7 a paragrap K*is identical
:r;p
of a chapter, although its structure may be difAs stated, the models do not, or to a limited extent, sup
port source updates. The p-strin
model does allow a
re arse of already parsed strings.
owever, this is done in
a %at& fashion: the entire s4
is reparsed on command. Edits to parts of the strip
that may violate its integrity) are checked by explicit mvocation of the arser.
As far as I can see, the operations defined by nf M are
transient and are only used to extract formatted information from a fixed source.
Logical constraints. InteI$ity $rough sectural or operational constraints is not escnbed exphatly by any of the
models. However,
structural
integrity
enforcement
through
rammar definition is a natural part of all
grammar 3 ased models (in PAT, constraints on text sectioning are defined as part of the indexing process - this
is the only kind of integrity enforcement available). Conditional rewriting (which could probably be used to define a context sensitive parser) is art of the p-string
model. This model only provides Por the defuution of
operators that apply to parsed strings. No provision is
made for constramts on the elements recognized while
parsin the string. However, [TAGUESl] and [SALMI921
exten t the p-string grammar by defining constrained
schema’s, i.e. grammars that replace the right hand side of
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the production by a set of properties that are treated as
constraints on the production.
In my view, mtegrity is part of a tex.funl object *
and the Trpriate.ruIes
should be actuahzed by the mstances o t e type (mchrdmg its possible structure). If (as
in most of the models) the textual objects are not abstracted it wiII be very cumbersome to augment them
with such constraints.
Note. I?& article is an extended abstract of a chapter of the
PHD thesis of the author. The thesis entails the &fmition of a
y-y*
tytygement system (TBMS) for humanrttes text-based
.
system proposed models structural as~xc$x~
tual data, an cons
to SGML. The more
modukization strategy is object-oriented. Neither SGML nor
the TBMS itself will be discussed in this article. SGML does“of
model behauioral aspects of texts, though the langua e hl hlights some
important textual jkatures mentioneff in tais
article.ThcTB2 Spr oysal is still under development. The thesis is due Nooember 2 94. The complete chapter on text models
is open fo1 public comment.
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